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GREEN LIGHT FOR
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
AT BUSY JUNCTION

Pedestrian crossings are to be constructed 
at the busy Harold’s Cross bridge junction by 
Christmas, the Xpress can reveal.

Walkers have been forced to run the gauntlet 
of traffic at the four-way intersection where 
Grove Road meets Parnell Road on the Grand 
Canal for years. Pressure has been mounting on 
city chiefs after repeated demands for safety 
measures.

Dublin City Council has now confirmed the 
junction is among a number across the city to 
be improved in the latest tender process for 
new pedestrian crossings. Chris Adamson, area 
engineer at City Hall, said: “On the Harold’s 
Cross pedestrian crossing… we are issuing the 
contract documents for tender this week. “So 
all going well we hope to have a contractor 
appointed by October 10, and (the works) 
carried out this year – prioritising the canal 
areas and city centre.”

Pressed as to when the Harold’s Cross 
pedestrian crossings specifically would be up 
and running, he added: “Before Christmas.”

Local councillor Patrick Costello said pedestrian 
crossings will be constructed at both Grove 
Road and Harold's Cross Road. But he added 
greater works needed at the junction as part of 
the extension of the cycle route “are very much 
on hold”.

“The city centre works have taken in all the 
resources available to Dublin City Council and it 
seems all other projects are on hold, including 
the plans to improve the cycle lane in Ranelagh, 
the Dodder cycle way and the extension to the 
canal cycle route,” he told the Xpress.  

At the foot of Harold’s Cross Road, the 
junction at the bridge is one of the few major 
intersections over the canal that has yet to get 
a proper crossing.

City chiefs vow imminent safety
measures after years of pressure
 - BY XPRESS REPORTER

Observant passers-by will have noticed the street art in recent weeks next to 
the traffic lights opposite the main gate to the park. Sheila Flaherty, who 
created the piece as part of Dublin Canvas project, says she wanted to bring a 
bit of Italy to Harold’s Cross.

“It is inspired by a recent trip to Rome,” she told the Xpress. “It is based on a 
picture I took of a high relief marble sculpture that caught my eye inside the 
Pantheon, which depicts a member of the Strozzi family.

“My sister and I were on our way to celebrate a family wedding in Malta and 
stopped off for a few days in Rome en route.”

Sheila, who grew up in Shrule, Co Mayo, set up home in Harold’s Cross 12 years 
ago. The art teacher and former graphic designer was delighted when asked to 
create a piece of public art for the village as part of the community street art 
project.

“I remembered my adventures wandering through Rome, enjoying all the art 
and architecture and I wanted to bring a taste of it to Harold’s Cross,” she said. 
“A neighbour and play writer Dara Carolan has dubbed the piece Renaissance 
Graffiti and joked that Harold’s Cross has now became so fancy even the graffiti 
is high renaissance artwork.” 

First launched in the summer of 2015, Dublin Canvas has seen dozens of drab 
traffic signal boxes across the city transformed into works of street art. Sheila 
teaches art in secondary schools, gives private lessons and runs art summer 
camps.

During October, she is hosting an art themed book club.

Further details can be found at her Art Academy Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/artacademyireland/

SHEILA SIGNALS
RENAISSANCE FOR 
“FANCY” HAROLD’S
CROSS
Local artist lights up drab street box with taste of Italy
 - BY XPRESS REPORTER

A local artist has transformed an unsightly tra�c signal box at 
one of the village’s key junctions into a piece of renaissance art.

If you can help, please contact us at xpress@haroldscross.org



Canbe, a short-stay accommodation company, now want to 

partially demolish Rosie O’Grady’s pub and neighbouring 

buildings to build a 46-bedroom aparthotel. The proposed 

new three storey complex would include a revamp of 

adjoining shop units. The company submitted the new 

plans in September.

Earlier this year, they withdrew an application to raze the 

pub and build a four-storey development after planners 

said it would have an overbearing impact on Fitzpatrick’s 

Cottages and Wilfred Road.

Canbe already operates three short-stay aparthotels and a 

backpacker hostel in the city.

Separately, developers Martin & John Smith are seeking 

permission to demolish a former pub and dry cleaners next 

to the Harold’s Cross post office and opposite Our Lady’s 

Hospice.

A planning application to replace it with a four storey 

18-apartment complex with two commercial units facing 

onto the road was declared invalid because not enough 

information was included.

APARTHOTEL OWNERS CHECK IN NEW BID TO REDEVELOP ROSIE’S
Plans to redevelop a landmark village
pub have been resubmitted after a bid
to bulldoze it was knocked back.
BY XPRESS REPORTER

Plans for a 120-apartment complex in Harold’s 
Cross have come under attack for being sited 
directly on the River Poddle – beside where a 
mother-of-one drowned in a flood.
A local councillor has described the proposed Harold’s Bridge 

Court development – which will front onto Harold’s Cross Road 

and Parnell Road near the Grand Canal – as “very worrying”.

Brandishing a map of underground waterways in the capital, 

Mary Freehill claimed before a meeting of Dublin City Council 

that the River Poddle runs right through where an underground 

car park is planned to be built on the site.

“The Poddle river runs directly along that site,” she said. “So 

you want to have an underground car park on a site that has an 

underground river running along it? This is a site that is beside 

where there is very, very serious flooding as a result of the 

Poddle river. In fact, it is the site of the very sad occasion where 

the woman was drowned as a result of flooding in 2011.”

Celia Ferrer de Jesus, a married mother of one from the 

Philippines, was found dead in a deluged basement of a house 

on Parnell Road during flash floods in October that year. She had 

been a staff member at Our Lady’s Hospice in Harold’s Cross for 

10 years, where she was described by distraught colleagues as a 

gentle and lovely mother devoted to her teenage son. 

Ms Freehill said work has yet to be carried out to remedy the 

flood risk in the same area. “The work that was to be done in 

relation to the causes of the flooding is only out to tender,” she 

said. “Nothing has been done about it at the moment.” She 

added: “The impact on flooding on the surrounding area is very, 

very worrying.” Developer The Adroit Company has applied for 

permission for a six-block development, up to four stories high, 

with 121 apartments in total.

A flood assessment of the site has been ordered and will be 

looked at by experts.  

The proposal includes the demolition of four existing buildings, 

five houses and a warehouse on Greenmount Lane. Plans have 

also been submitted for 134 car parking spaces and 80 bicycle 

spaces at “basement level”.

Access for cars to the underground car park would be from 

Harold’s Cross Road while a separate “gated access” would be 

built on Greenmount Lane.

Dublin City Councillors are mulling the decision expected on 

October 21st. Ruairi McGinley, another local councillor, also 

flagged concerns about the underground car park and the 

scale of the proposed development close to Harold’s Cross 

Bridge.

“Clearly putting in an underground car park in theory is 

desirable but the problem here is that it will divert water,” he 

said. “I have been advised in other situations that diverting 

water after the construction of an underground car park did 

give rise to serious issues, because essentially the water flowed 

elsewhere, which hadn’t been factored into any planning 

application, obviously with consequent damage.”

Mr McGinley claimed the developer has probably asked for too 

many units, given the drainage demands in the area.

Fellow councillor Mannix Flynn warned about past calamities 

from “a hare-brained approach to rivers” in the city. A Dublin 

City Council official said a flood assessment of the site will be 

sent to the authority’s drainage experts.

Planners are awaiting their comments before making a decision 

on the planning application. 

HUGE APARTMENT COMPLEX ON FLOOD 
DEATH SITE “VERY WORRYING”
Development proposed beside where nurse drowned in flat
BY XPRESS REPORTER



Eagle-eyed viewers will have spotted the pretty Edwardian streetscape being 

used as a backdrop in the ad for Ireland’s Ancient East, a tourism route to rival 

the Wild Atlantic Way.

The Failte Ireland short film shows a young boy dreaming of the journey the 

night before setting off with his family from Harold’s Cross.

When launched, the 60-second advert was initially aired at the same time 

across more than 30 channels to reach around one million potential 

holidaymakers in Ireland.

Noel-John McLoughlin, of Failte Ireland, said: “The ad is part of a wider 

domestic marketing campaign for the new brand which is based on 5,000 years 

of Irish history within the east and south of the country.

“Significant promotion is ongoing across all media channels including press, 

digital, online and social ensuring that 3.1 million Irish adults see the brand.”

FILMING IN HX: PRETTY
STREET HAS STARRING
ROLE IN TELEVISION
AD FOR ANCIENT EAST
Harold’s Cross is being beamed into more than a million
living rooms across the country in a new television
advertisement. - BY XPRESS REPORTER

Tinseltown took over part of the village recently as film crews 
spent a day shooting the commercial at Wilfrid Road.

‘HIP’ HAROLD'S CROSS
IS HOUSE HUNTER
HOTSPOT, SAYS SURVEY

That is how Harold's Cross is described in a 
survey of the capital's most up and coming 
neighbourhoods.
A national newspaper asked a panel of experts 
which areas in the city were most likely to see 
house values soar and why over the next year. 
Harold's Cross featured in the top-ten league 
of neighbourhoods that house-hunters should 
be targeting.
One estate agent told the survey: “Harold’s 
Cross is very hip and trendy, with new restau-
rants and boutiques appearing all the time. Its 
close proximity to Dublin city and the fact that 
it trails Ranelagh in terms of prices make it a 
great place to buy for the future.” The newspa-
per agreed, saying the area offered a wide 
range of smaller homes, ex-local authority 
houses as well as apartments and town houses.
The village offers buyers a central location with 
prestige, it said.  
Other areas named in the house-hunter 
top-ten included Phibsborough, Stoneybatter, 
Raheny, the Docklands and Dun Laoghaire.

A "hip and trendy" property
hotspot o�ering buyers in
Dublin somewhere central with
prestige.

WOULD-BE CRIMINALS 
WARNED OF WARY 
NEIGHBOURS

Five neighbourhood watch scheme signs went 
up at Mount Drummond and more are planned 
for Grosvenor Park, Parkview Avenue and Tivoli 
Avenue.
Community Garda Brendan O’Byrne told 
the Xpress: “These signs are requested by 
neighbours and act as a deterrent to would-be 
criminals. “It makes them think again. “They 
show that there is an active community who 
look out for each other and also reassure older 
people living in the area.” Garda O’Byrne urged 
neighbourhood or residents associations to get 
in contact on 01 666 6700 if they wish to put a 
sign up on their street or road. 

Signs are being erected around the 
village warning criminals of vigilant
neighbours

BIZ, EMMA AND GEOFF JET 
IN TO HELP VILLAGE KIDS

Elizabeth “Biz” Honeywell and Emma Fleming 
join Geoff Burdell, who has returned after his 
time here last year, to help local children make 
their sacraments at Our Lady of the Rosary 
church.
The trio all studied at the University of Notre 
Dame which has strong links to the church.
They travelled as part of The House of Brigid 
scheme, set up to give young American 
graduates the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in Irish culture and spirituality.

Two more university graduates 
from the USA are spending a year 
in Harold’s Cross as part of an 
outreach programme.



Harold’s Cross Village Community Council 
(HCVCC) is to raise the suggestions at a 
meeting with city o�cials about the park.
There is an ongoing consultation about the long term 
maintenance and management of the popular facility. One 
proposal being mulled is a community book sharing 
scheme, the Xpress has learned. HCVCC has already been 
in contact with a project in Co Donegal, known as the Free 
Wee Library.

The outdoor mini-libraries, in weather proof cabinets built 
by volunteers, hold up to 50 books. They are based on an 
honesty policy, requiring anyone taking a book to replace 
it with another.

Another proposal is that free wi-fi spots are introduced at 
points within the park. There are two existing shelters as 
well as the coffee shop.

If you have any suggestions for improvements in the park 
please contact us at xpress@haroldscross.org

FREE WEE LIBRARY TO OPEN NEW CHAPTER FOR VILLAGE PARK?

A mini-library and free wi-fi spots are
among ideas being proposed for 
Harold’s Cross Park.

The old Jam Factory on St Clare’s 

Avenue used to take empties and give 

back full pots of jam. Tayto had a factory 

on Tivoli Avenue where barrels of old 

crisps used be left outside the entrance 

much to the delight of young grabbing 

hands.

Harold’s Cross used to resonate with the 

sound of Second World War type sirens 

at different times of the day to cater for 

the factory workers in Greenmount. 

They sounded very eerie and took a lot 

of getting used to.

A favourite past-time was visiting the 

morgue in the hospice and removing 

the coins from the eyes of the dead to 

make sure they were really dead. On 

one occasion, the body winked at one of 

us, and you could hear the screeches 

from us for miles around as we tore 

down the hospice avenue.

Another opportunity provided were the 

old mausoleums in Mount Jerome. 

Some of the locals used to go in, grab a 

few skulls, and play football with them. 

Some of the hardier souls used to 

frequently play cards on the coffins in 

the vaults.

‘Boxing the fox’ (robbing orchards) was 

an annual activity for the locals, as was 

throwing snowballs at unsuspecting bus 

conductors, or trying to gain free entry 

into the old Aquarius Disco beside the 

cemetery. The doorman on this disco was 

confused thoroughly as non-paying 

customers used to run in backwards and 

he thought they were coming out.

Fishing was a favourite pastime during 

the summer days. We didn’t catch much 

but had a whale of a time. In winter we 

flocked to the ‘Kenno’, the former name 

of the old Classic Cinema, where we used 

to give the owner, Albert Kelly, a run for 

his money. Mind you, he didn’t mind us 

throwing rice in the air at the Rocky 

Horror Show. He was a character, as was 

the infamous Canon Brady of the Rosary 

Church. We could never figure out how 

he fitted a plate into his head – he was a 

veteran of the Second World War and 

sustained head injuries.

Another character was the Spiderman, 

Lukey, who used to run up the walls 

backwards beside the famous Paddy 

Walsh Bike Shop facing Harold's Cross 

Park.

Skinner McGann was Ireland’s tallest 

skinhead and if you dared look at him, 

even sideways, you would end up 

cross-eyed.

There was a famous tree at the entrance 

to the Park known as the Tree of 

Knowledge, where all the hardy locals 

used to meet and solve the world’s 

problems. This is where we learnt to 

smoke the pipe.

And around the corner beside Mount 

Jerome was the Swaskika Laundry with 

its vans going around Harold’s Cross 

with the German swastika emblazoned 

on its sides.

Maurice Curtis
MY HAROLD’S CROSS
The stories of Harold's Cross could fill an encyclopaedia.
Because of Our Lady’s Hospice (formerly known as the Hospice for the Dying), 
Mount Jerome Cemetery, rivers, fields, churches, convents and factories, there was 
no shortage of opportunities for the young to amuse themselves. 

Maurice Curtis, a long-time 
Harold’s Cross resident, is 
an historian, lecturer and 
author. His latest book 
TEMPLE BAR. A HISTORY 
is the final  part of his 
Dublin Trilogy books that 
include The Liberties and 
Monto and is available in 
all good book shops. 

Photo?



It is autumn once again. Leaves are falling 

and bulbs are already for sale in garden 

centres. We had a relatively good summer 

with some good dry sunny spells in 

between the rain and showers. The flower 

beds in the park showed very well again 

this year.

Many enquired about the dark wine 

coloured plant at the centre of the large 

round bed. It was a Dahlia, grown from 

tubers (similar to potatoes). Its name is 

Arabian Mystery and it grows to over five 

feet tall. For it to grow this tall it needs 

plenty of rich soil, enriched with compost 

and lots of water. It makes a very bold 

display.

Outside these were planted white Cosmos, 

another tall plant, though not quite as tall 

as the Arabian Mystery. We planted the 

white to draw out the beautiful wine colour 

of the Dahlia. Outside again, we planted 

mixed Cosmos, grown in Dublin City 

Council’s plant nursery at St Anne’s. To 

finish it off, we put in a bed of red 

Geraniums and then a double row of white 

Geraniums.

There’s hardly any aspect of our lives not 

dependent on trees, from paper to shelter 

to tyres (from rubber), the fruit we eat, the 

tea and coffee we drink, resins, perfumes, 

medicines, yeasts for brewing and baking.

Even dreaded plastic, very often the 

enemy of the tree because of the pollution 

it causes when burnt, is dependent on 

lignin from trees. (Talk about biting the 

hand that feeds it.)

Wood has excellent qualities. It doesn’t 

rust of corrode and has a long life if treated 

with preservative. It is relatively easy to 

handle and transport. It is easy to use and 

can be shaped with simple tools. It can not 

be matched for strength, beauty, warmth, 

durability, versatility, conservation and, 

above all, its environmental friendliness.

As they are living things, trees must be 

treated with care and respect. We should 

never damage them by pulling or breaking 

branches or damaging the bark.

In the summer we should keep an eye on 

the trees growing on our streets and water 

the smaller ones particularly during dry 

weather when they are most vulnerable.

Finally, I will quote a verse from a poem 

called, simply, Trees:

John Tighe

AUTUMNWATCH
Harold’s Cross Park supervisor John Tighe reveals a tall, 
mysterious beauty turning heads in the beds recently, 
scents out a fragrance filling up our senses and waxes 
lyrical about the remarkable life of trees. 

Mystery of the centre stage
Arabian… 

During July and early August you may 

have enjoyed a very pleasant odour in the 

park, particularly passing by the 

playground. It was the Tilia, also known as 

lime, trees. The scent came from the 

flower of the tree, which to the eye is 

quite insignificant. A number of people 

had stopped to ask what the smell was – 

now you know.

Unseen flower steps into
the lime light…

At the start of October we marked 

National Tree Day with guided walks of the 

park for local schools.

There is great wisdom in the saying ‘the 

best things in life are free.’ The gifts of air 

and water are two of these. We only 

become aware of their importance when 

there is a problem with them.

The gift of trees can be added to these too. 

They are taken for granted. Their existence 

is closely tied in with both air and water 

and they show the interdependence which 

exists within our fragile environment.

Trees help to filter and purify the air by 

absorbing carbon dioxide which they 

retain forever in the solid form of their 

timber. The leaves also filter the air by 

retaining a lot of the dust thrown into the 

atmosphere. There is of course a limitation 

to this – too much will pollute the tree. 

Like ourselves, trees cannot survive 

without water. A large tree can absorb 

hundreds of litres of water in one day 

during peak growing times.

Incidentally, there is roughly as much root 

underground as there is tree over ground. 

Some of the roots of the trees around the 

large circle lawn in the park can be found 

underneath the flower bed in the centre of 

the circle.

A root cause…

I think that I shall never see
A poem as lovely as a tree
For poems are written by folk like me
But only God can make a tree



Developer New Generation Homes has not responded to repeated requests 

from the Xpress for an interview about the standstill. However, a spokeswoman 

said the company was undergoing “corporate restructuring” and that works 

were expected to recommence by the end of October. Planning applications for 

new site entrances have also been withdrawn. New Generation Homes says this 

is because they are reconsidering excavation requirements at a section of the 

land, close to St Gladys nursing home. Remedial work is also being carried out 

on the River Poddle watercourse, it says. 

Before being hit by the months-long delay, the company had claimed it was 

ahead of schedule and was expecting to complete the build by next April. The 

building firm set up by Greg Kavanagh and Pat Crean went on a spending spree 

during the property crash, amassing a huge land bank across the capital. In 

recent months it had been mulling the sale of some of its sites.

The development of the Mount Argus Mill apartment complex will see the 

opening up of another section of the River Poddle, fronting onto Lower 

Kimmage Road. As part of the planning permission, a section of the site on the 

banks of the river will be handed over to Dublin City Council.

Local residents want to see this used to continue a linear park from the existing 

Mount Argus park, incorporating a new “Poddle Path” or greenway, with marked 

walking and cycling paths.

Earlier this year, the Xpress revealed a huge turbine and a stone arch up to two 

centuries old were uncovered during a dig at the site. Excavation, including a 

massive dig four metres beneath the level of the Poddle uncovered the 

foundations of a number of old mills. A turbine discovered at the site dates from 

the 1860s while a meticulously crafted stone archway – used for a watercourse 

off the Poddle – is thought to be from the 19th century.

Over the years there have been more than eight mills on the Mount Argus site, 

served by the river. These included paper and corn mills.

BUILDER BLAMES REJIG
AS MOUNT ARGUS MILL
WORKS GRIND TO A HALT
Massive complex hit by months-long delay
- BY XPRESS REPORTER

Building work has ground to a halt on a major 180-apartment 
complex. There has been no significant construction activity on 
the Mount Argus Mill development since the start of the summer. 
A number of huge cranes towering over the site and surrounding 
streets have been motionless for months. 

GREEN SHOOTS ON VILLAGE
ROAD AS NEIGHBOURS ROLL
OUT WELCOME

The improvements were secured 
during recent talks between the 
road’s residents group Lokra and city 
o�cials.
Other issues raised in discussions included the 

Mount Argus Mill development, road safety 

measures, Mount Argus park, and the overall 

improvement of the Lower Kimmage Road. 

As a direct result, a new “Welcome to Harold’s 

Cross” sign is to be erected within the coming 

weeks at the Mount Argus end of the road.

The sign is intended to clearly identify the 

neighbourhood as part of Harold’s Cross. It is 

also hoped it will serve to remind motorists 

that they are entering a residential area. Lokra 

is also working to identify where four new 

fully-planted planters will be placed along the 

road between Sundrive crossroads and 

McGowan’s pub.

Several neighbours have already volunteered 

to help maintain the planters.

City officials have also been asked to change 

the timings on the pedestrian crossing at 

Mount Argus Park, making them quick 

response, and to consider a new pedestrian 

crossing north of the Mount Argus Mill 

development.

Furthmore, a request was made for a digitised 

speed warning and speed limit information 

sign on the road. Separately, routine footpath 

repairs are being carried out on the Lower 

Kimmage Road.

Contractor Actavo (formerly Siteserv) said 

replacing pavement concrete between 

Sundrive Road crossroads and the park will 

take up to two months. Working hours are 

expected to be 10am to 4pm, Monday to 

Friday. Actavo says they will cover about 60 

sq metres a day, which should mean each 

home will be directly impacted by works 

directly outside for one day only. 

Traffic should remain two way for most of the 

works, with the cycle lanes closed on each 

section being worked on.

For further information, contact Lokra on 

lokra2025@gmail.com

A new Welcome to Harold’s Cross
sign and planters are to be unveiled
along the Lower Kimmage Road.

The Harold's Xpress is your community newsletter. It is published and delivered by volunteers and welcomes contributions from 
everyone in the village. If you would like to contribute a story, suggest ideas for upcoming editions or get involved in making our 
village a better place to live and work, or just give us some feedback, then please email us at xpress@haroldscross.org



Attempts to overthrow a ban on rezoning any more sites in 
Harold’s Cross for housing have been dramatically thwarted. In 
a knife-edge ballot, city councillors narrowly voted down 
controversial proposals to open up Greenmount Industrial 
Estate for residential development.

How they voted on the night

Community campaigners lobbied for days leading up to the crunch meeting at 
City Hall, insisting a village master plan is crucial before any more housing is 
allowed. In the slimmest of margins, 29 councillors backed a call by councillor 
Mary Freehill to keep Greenmount industrial until a local area plan has been 
agreed. Some 25 councillors voted against the motion. 

The need for a blueprint for the future 
development of the village was stitched in 
to a wider city plan earlier this year after 
campaigning by the Harold’s Cross Village 
Community Council. Rezoning Greenmount 
in the absence of a Local Area Plan would 
set a precedent for other sites like the 
Greyhound Stadium.

At City Hall, Ms Freehill said: “The really 
important thing to be aware of is Harold’s Cross runs the risk of its population 
doubling and it is for those reasons we are saying that we need a local area plan.” 
But councillor Kieran Binchy accused Ms Freehill of protecting the interests of 
Harold’s Cross residents at the expense of people seeking homes during a 
housing shortage in the capital. “They are being protected to calcify the area, 
they are being protected to stop any further development.

“There is no point in having an industrial estate in this corner of the city. It makes 
no planning sense.” Several major developments are already underway or in the 
pipeline for Harold’s Cross. These include at Mount Argus Mill, St Clare’s Convent, 
the former CapCo site at Mount Tallant Avenue and the Focus Ireland complex 
beside the hospice. Once occupied they will see the population soar by more than 
1,000.

Councillor Paddy Smyth, who also backed rezoning Greenmount, claimed the 
area was an “industrial hangover” from the 17th and 18th century. “We need to 
look to rezone this. We need houses,” he said. However, councillor Mannix Flynn 
said the village was an ancient part of the capital which needed a master plan. 
“Just because land becomes available doesn’t necessarily mean we have to 
rezone it into inappropriate zoning that is going to impact really negatively on the 
area,” he added.

VILLAGE SPARED SPORADIC 
BUILDING SPREE AS TENSE 
VOTE BACKS MASTERPLAN
City hall almost split on rezoning row - BY XPRESS REPORTER 

Ciarán Cuffe GP

Christy Burke Ind

Éilis Ryan WP

Michael O’Brien AAA

Damian O’Farrell Ind

Alison Gilliland Lab

John Lyons PBP

Edel Moran SF

Cieran Perry Ind

Aine Clancy Lab

Brendan Carr Lab

Noeleen Reilly SF

Vincent Jackson Ind

Paul Hand Ind

Rebecca Moynihan Lab

Tina McVeigh PBP

Ray McHugh SF

Greg Kelly  SF

Pat Dunne UL

Claire O'Connor  FF

Anne Feeney FG

Patrick Costello GP

Claire Byrne GP

Mannix Flynn Ind

Ruairi McGinley Ind

Sonya Stapleton Ind

Dermot Lacey Lab

Mary Freehill Lab

Chris Andrews SF

Ray McAdam FG

Nial Ring Ind

Janice Boylan SF

Deirdre Heney FF

Tom Brabazon FF

Declan Flanagan FG

Naoise Ó’Muirí FG

Larry O’Toole SF

Ciaran O’Moore SF

David Costello FF

Paul McAuliffe FF

Norma Sammon FG

Andrew Montague Lab

Andrew Montague Lab

Anthony Connaghan SF

Séamas McGrattan SF

Emma Murphy SF

Cathleen Carney Boud SF

Mícheál Mac Donncha SF

Michael Mullooly FF

Daithí De Róiste FF

Daithí Doolan SF

Frank Kennedy FF

Paddy Smyth FG

Paddy McCartan FG

Kieran Binchy FG

A much-needed upgrade of a 
popular Harold's Cross sports club 
is being delayed by a church trust, 
say village campaigners.
A deal was struck last year on Rosary 

Hall Park, behind Kenilworth Motors, 

being handed over by the Archdiocese of 

Dublin to the city council for community 

use. But Harold’s Cross Village 

Community Council (HCVCC) has voiced 

frustration that the deal is being stalled 

by the St Laurence O’Toole Trust, which 

controls the archdiocese’s properties.

The park is home to Harold’s Cross Boys 

Football Club and plans are afoot for a major 

refurbishment under public ownership.

“Twelve months ago Harold's Club Youth 

Club and the Community Council made 

terrific progress setting up a structure 

to facilitate transferring ownership of 

Rosary Park from the Church to the local 

community via Dublin City Council,” said a 

HCVCC spokesman. “Everything seemed 

to be falling into place but unfortunately 

this progress has now stalled because of 

delays within the Trust.”

Harold’s Club Youth Club said the delays 

are “disturbing”. “We can’t wait to begin 

working with the council to upgrade the 

facilities including refurbishing the hall 

and installing an all-weather pitch,” a club 

spokesman told the Xpress.

“It is most frustrating that progress 

has stalled due to a hold-up by the 

Archdiocese.”

Rosary Park has flourished under the 

management of the late Paddy Brennan. 

For decades, it was his second home and 

was renamed Paddy Brennan Rosary Park 

in his honour in 2010.

A spokeswoman for the Archodiocese told 

the Xpress: “I understand there was a delay 

in processing the matter due to the  absence 

of some original documentation, but this is 

being resolved and it is the sincere hope of 

people in the parish and the Diocese that  

the transfer will proceed without any further 

difficulty and as soon as possible.”

CHURCH TRUST BLAMED FOR SPORTS
CLUB UPGRADE DELAYS

there should be no more 
development in Harold’s Cross 
until a masterplan is drawn up.Yes

Greenmount should be opened 
up to development regardless 
of a masterplan.No

- BY XPRESS REPORTER 



HOSPICE PATIENTS CHEER TENS OF
THOUSANDS WITH 'MACARENA' MOVES
Surprise dance clip goes viral online
Heart-warming footage of patients in the 
Harold's Cross hospice breaking into an 
impromtu dance has gone viral online. Tens 
of thousands have already viewed the three 
minute clip on You Tube which shows the 
sick and elderly doing 'the Macarena'.
The video was shot at Our Lady's Hospice where 
unsuspecting diners in the canteen were surprised by the 
patient and staff flash-mob. Within moments of them 
starting the moves to the sound of the floor-filling Spanish 
dance song, others are joining in - some of them 
disguarding their walking frames.

Among them is a nun while others can be seen doing the 
nineties dance craze moves from their wheelchairs. Jeanne 
McDonagh, spokeswoman for the hospice, said 24 patients 
and 10 staff had been secretly practising the surprise as 
part of Positive Ageing Week.

“They were doing dance classes as part of an independent 
living programme to help them keep living well,” she told 
the Xpress. They really enjoy it and the Macarena is 
particularly popular, so they decided to do this for Positive 
Ageing Week.

“They just jumped up at lunch time and started moving 
and then everyone started joining in. It was really 
wonderful and really typical of the hospice, it is such a 
warm, happy place - they really celbrate life here.”

The whole canteen can be seen erupting into applause at 
the end of the dance.

The clip can be viewed at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbgytmdALqs&feature=youtu.be

Harold’s Cross’s most brilliant and modest resident by a mile is the sign painter Syd Bluett, who can be seen, if you’re up 
early enough, standing on his ladder and painstakingly making and painting the beautiful, individual signs for such places 
as Claddagh Records in Temple Bar, Ulysses Books in Duke Street, and Marsh’s Library, the city’s oldest library, down the 
cobbled road beside Kevin Street garda station.

Syd wanted to be a sign painter from the age of 14, when he worked with a 

wonderful local painter in Kilkenny. “But being too clever and poor for my 

own good, I got a scholarship to a boarding school in faraway county Cork 

and that ended that,” he says.

After the scholarship, he studied English and Irish in Trinity College, Dublin 

but realised towards the end of it that there were no jobs to be had from 

it besides teaching, which was not for him. “So I gave it up and got a job 

on the railway and did some signs on the side,” he says. “I then drifted into 

graphic design and eventually art-directing of magazines (In Dublin, Magill, 

Technology Ireland, Image, Image Interiors and more) and did cartooning 

and illustrating”.

“Then I worked for a few years doing layout and graphics in Independent 

Newspapers, and following redundancy there decided feck print and 

computers and returned to my first calling: hand-painting and carving signs 

and shopfronts. It hasn't been easy, I can tell you.”

Syd is suspicious of perfection. “I always leave at least one – deliberate – mistake in my paintwork. Perfection is for those who 

believe in computers.”

While most of the shop and business signs in Dublin today are garish things cranked out on plastic, Syd says that there are 

“around 10 really good sign painters currently working in Ireland.” He adds: “Some great Irish sign-men have existed before us 

lot but there’s no point talking about the past, almost everything they ever did is gone, was never preserved or restored and 

it wasn't much appreciated when they were alive either.”

His heroes and the models he turns to when he designs signs are scribes, calligraphers and stone-cutters, and like them, he lives 

in a disciplined silence, with a leery eye towards the world.

SIGNS OF THE 'CROSS
In the first of an occasional series on Harold's Cross residents and
their work, award-winning writer and journalist Lucille Redmond
speaks to neighbour and sign painter Syd Bluett.

Syd Bluett with the shop sign he made for Ulysses
antique bookshop in Duke Street. Picture ©Nancy Previs



Ingredients Method

YOGHURT POSSET, GRANOLA, 
RHUBARB, GINGER GRANITA

Fears have been flagged about the state of 
one of the village’s most historic buildings.

The former Quaker orphanage at 201 Harold's 
Cross Road – next to Centra – has descended 
into a worrying state of dereliction, city 
officials have been warned. Talks between the 
Harold’s Cross Village Community Council 
(HCVCC) and Dublin City Council also heard 
squatters are repeatedly occupying the 
protected building. 

Concerns have been raised about both the 
safety of squatters and passers-by as well 
as the future of the structure itself. The large 
three-storey red brick house, which has lain 
empty for years, dates back to 1750. 

It was the birthplace of the 19th century 
Quaker anti-slavery campaigner and 
philanthropist Richard Allen. It later became 
an orphanage for girls but was most recently 
Healy’s grocery shop.

Dublin City Council has 
confirmed that the building 
is on their Derelict Sites 
Register. Under the law, a 
derelict site is defined as 
one that detracts from the 
character or appearance of 
a neighbourhood because 
it is ruinous, derelict or even 
dangerous. A building may 
also be branded derelict if it 
is neglected, unsightly or in 
“objectionable condition” 
or because of litter, rubbish 
or waste.

Dublin City Council has the power to demand a derelict building is restored within a 
particular deadline – usually six weeks. It can also impose a fine on the owner or buy 
the building by agreement or by a compulsory purchase order.

City officials say the owners have recently agreed to immediately carry out some 
remedial work to the main building and the adjoining former shop.

COUNCIL HAS POWER TO ORDER RESTORATION
- BY XPRESS REPORTER 

HISTORIC HOUSE BRANDED “DERELICT”, 
CITY WATCHDOG CONFIRMS

430g natural yoghurt

430g double cream

260g sugar

100g lemon juice, passed

5g citric acid

1. Bring double cream and sugar to boil, add 
 lemon and citric acid, boil for a minute
2. Remove from heat and add yoghurt. Pass 
 through a fine sieve.
3. Measure out 150ml in each glass and chill for a 
 few hours or overnight.

Yoghurt Posset (makes 7 x 150ml portions)

135g oats

50g dried coconut

40g pumpkin seeds

25g sunflower seeds

2g salt

25g brown sugar

40g honey

40g extra virgin olive oil

Bake at 160 for 30min, stir every 10 mins.
Allow to cool.

Granola

Blitz all ingredients with a hand blender. Pass 
through a fine sieve and freeze.

250g ginger grated

475ml sparkling water

150g caster sugar

Juice of half a lemon

Ginger Granita

Bring water and sugar to the boil and boil for 2 minutes. Add rhubarb and take of the heat. Allow 
to cool.

To assemble the dish arrange the granola and rhubarb pieces in the glasses. Scrape the granita 
with a fork and sprinkle over the dish. Serve immediatly.

2 stalks rhubarb cut 

into 21 pieces

250g sugar

20g water

Poached Rhubarb

Top chef Philip Yeung has just opened the critically-acclaimed Craft restaurant in Harold's Cross. Writing 
exclusively for the Xpress, he shares with us one of his favourite recipes at this time of year. “It's an easy 
recipe so someone could make it at home no problem,” says Philip.



The trams used to run right outside our 
house, you would hear the didunk, 
didunk, didunk as they passed. In those 
days the footpath was twice the width 
it is now, and the trees in the park were 
half the size. I used to leave our front 
door on the latch and run across the 
road to the park. We spent our days in 
the children’s playground where there 
was one big swing, a merry-go-round 
and two seesaws. If we weren’t in the 
park we were skating down Leinster 
Road - it was perfect for skating, there 
wasn't much traffic and the road was 
lovely and smooth. 

What are the biggest changes that 
you’ve noticed?

We had everything in Harold’s Cross 
once upon a time - butchers, drapers, 
shoemakers, and a bakery. When 
Marguerite’s drapery shop closed down 
that was sad. It was a lovely shop, you 
could get everything - tops, cardigans, 
wool, needles, skirts and vests. It was a 
such a loss when it closed. I miss the 
pork butchers and the bakery too. 
There were three butchers and now 
there are none. But things seem to be 
coming back, so that is good to see. 

The back of your house looks onto 
the dog track, do you have any 
memories of going there as a child?

We didn't really go to the dogs, but 
myself and other local children would 
stand up on the walls overlooking the 
track. We'd jump up and down, 
pretending to back such and such a 
dog, it was great fun. Then somebody 
would shout at us ‘get down out of 
that’. Before the dog track was 
installed, there was an orchard there, it 
was Buckley’s orchard. Did you ever 
hear of Buck's lane, (now Grosvenor 
lane) that was called after the Buckleys.

Your house is also close to the 
building which was previously 
O'Connors Jewellers? Do you have 
any memories of the infamous heist 
that took place there?

I do. The General’s gang climbed in 
over our back wall to break into the 
building. Late at night,

I heard our dog barking like mad near 
the back wall, I went down to bring him 
inside, of course I didn’t realise the gang 
were on the other side of the wall.

They had tried to get into the building 
through a neighbour's house as well, and 
had killed their dog, George, when he 
got in their way. So I suppose myself and 
Patch had a lucky escape. The following 
morning plain clothes police men were 
all over the area, our back garden had 
been trampled on, there were lots of 
foot prints on the roof of the garden 
shed which they had used to help them 
climb in.

Your father, Joseph Doolan, took part in 
the 1916 Rising, did he ever speak to 
you about that time?

My Dad was in the South Dublin Union 
and he was the first aid man who 
dressed Cathal Brugha, Brugha had 25 
bullet wounds. He never spoke about the 
Rising. Sometimes I’d try to sneak into 
the room when he was with others who 
had taken part, but he'd stop talking as 
soon as he saw me. My Dad was the 
jolliest man you could meet, he was 
always laughing and singing. Someone 
would say to me ‘I didn't see your father, 
but I heard him’. He was always in good 
form. He loved gardening and I followed 
him around the garden since I was knee 
high.

It was my father who planted one of the 
geraniums in the windowsill at the front 
of the house and it's still growing!

You’ve obviously inherited his love of 
gardening. 

When my father died, people would say 
‘you should get yourself a nice flat and 
move out of that big barracks’, I know 
the house is a big old rambler, but if I 
was to move I couldn't bring the garden 
under my arm and I would be lost 
without it. I love to get out into it at any 
time of the year. I miss it during the 
winter. If I had had a bad day at work 
(with the Irish hospital Sweep Stakes), 
a half an hour in the garden sorted it 
out. I’d relax completely as soon as my 
hands were in the ground, I love rooting 
in the clay. I grow my own vegetables 
everything from peas to onions, 
scallions, lettuce, tomatoes and 
beetroot. My dog Sonas loves coming 
out to the garden with me as well.

Do you ever get a chance to sit in 
the garden and enjoy your hard 
work?

No, I sit down for two minutes and then 
I jump back up because I see 
something else that needs to be 
tended to. I can’t sit still at all, it annoys 
me to sit there and see the work that 
needs to done. 

Sibéal Doolan

MY HAROLD’S CROSS
Sibéal Doolan is the third generation of a family that has called 
Harold's Cross home since the end of the 1800s. Their house 
overlooking the park, which is well known and widely-admired 
for the wonderful red geraniums blossoming inside the 
windows, was built around 1750. In a conversation with the 
Xpress, she shares her memories of growing up in the village…



Word Search

Funny Corner
What kind of roads do ghosts haunt?
Dead ends!
What do witches get in hotels?
Broom service.
Where do vampires get all their jokes?
From a crypt writer.
What do you get when you cross a psychic with a clown?
A happy medium.
What did the ghost teacher say to her class?
Watch the board and I’ll go through it again.

What do you call a ghosts mom and dad? 
Transparents.

What do ghosts use to clean their hair?
Sham-boo!

Why does the vampire not like Taylor Swift? 
She has Bad Blood!

What happens when a ghost gets lost in the fog? 
He is mist...

What runs around a cemetary but doesn’t move?
The fence.

Help Wendy THE Witch GET to
her Broomstick Fopr halloween night

Batwings

Blackcat

Bones

Broom

Caldron

Coffin

Costumes

Creepy

Crypt

Dracula

Frighten

Frogeyes

Ghosts

Ghoul

Goblins

Grave

Groans

Halloween

Haunted

Hoot

Howl

Jackolantern

Skeleton

Spider

Spirits

Spooky

Tombstone

Trickortreat

Vampire

Webs

Werewolf

Witch

Zombie

Lizardfeet

Moans

Monster

Moon

Mummy

Night

Owl

Potions

Pumpkin

Scary

Screech
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